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Abstract
We consider an optimal control problem for an Ito^ diusion and a related stopping problem.
Their value functions satisfy (d=dx)V = u and an optimal control denes an optimal stopping
time. Conversely, we construct an optimal control from optimal stopping times, nd a represen-
tation of V as an integral of u and describe the optimal state as a reected process. c© 1998
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
AMS classi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1. Introduction
In recent years many contributions to the theory of irreversible investment under
uncertainty have been published in both mathematical and economical journals (see
the references below). This theory is excellently reviewed and extended in Dixit and
Pindyck (1994), where many examples explain the relevance for modeling real-life
investment problems. Besides this the theory attracted attention because of its rela-
tions to the behavior and treatment of options. Mathematically, this ‘duality’ between
irreversible investment and options is found in the relation between singular control
and optimal stopping, which has been studied by many authors (see below) for fairly
simple models. This makes an application to realistic economical problems dicult.
We shall here try to generalize the mathematical results to more general dynamics
equations to apply them to economical problems in a forthcoming paper. Some remarks
towards these applications are given in the last section.
From the mathematical point of view there are two major approaches to the problem
basing on analytical or on probabilistic tools. To arrive at our results we make use of
deep results from stochastic analysis like comparison theorems, though an analytical
approach is certainly possible to gain similar results. So the contents of the main
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theorems below also shed light on the old problem of the relation between the principle
of smooth t in control and the smooth pasting condition in optimal stopping.
We consider control and stopping problems of the following kind: Let (
;F;P) be
a probability space, fFtgt2I a ltration satisfying the usual conditions and Wt a standard
Brownian motion adapted to fFtgt2I . Here I denotes [0; T ] or [0;1[ if T =1. Let
J R be an interval, x2 J and Zx the unique solution of the R-valued stochastic
dierential equation
dZxt = b(t; Z
x
t ) dt + (t) dWt; Z
x
0 = x: (1)
1.1. The control problem
The Ft-adapted, leftcontinuous, increasing processes  : I 
!R with 0 = 0 form
the class A of admissible controls. For 2A the controlled process X ; x is the unique
solution of the stochastic dierential equation
dX ; xt = b(t; X
; x
t ) dt − dt + (t) dWt; X ; x0 = x (2)
with cost
Q(x; ) :=E
 Z T
0
h(s; X ; xs ) ds+
Z
[0; T [
f(s) ds + T<1g(X
; x
T )

: (3)
Sometimes we restrict ourselves to nite fuel controls in a generalized sense: let
J = [a− K; a] and x2 J . AxJ is the class of 2A such that X ; x satises P-a.s.
8t 2 I X ; xt >Za−Kt : (4)
If infJ =−1 we setAxJ :=A. The control problem is to minimize Q choosing controls
in AxJ . The value function is
VJ (x)= inf
2AxJ
Q(x; ): (5)
If b is independent of x we have X ; xt = Zxt −t , and (4) becomes t6x−a+K , which
is the usual nite fuel condition.
Control problems of this type are called singular because of the behavior that opti-
mal controls exhibit. As we will see in Lemma 4.17, typically an optimal control is
continuous, but not absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.
1.2. The stopping problem
Let T be the class of Ft-stopping times  such that P(2 I)= 1. For 2T let
r(x; ) := E
 Z T^
0
e
R s
0
bz(u; Zxu ) duhx(s; Zxs ) ds
+ <T e
R 
0
bz(s; Zxs ) dsf() + =T<1e
R T
0
bz(s; Zxs ) dsg0(ZxT )

: (6)
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The stopping problem is to minimize r, and the value function is
u(x) := inf
2T
r(x; ): (7)
1.3. Related literature
Singular control problems, often taking the form of a monotone follower problem
for Brownian motion, have been treated for example in Baldursson (1987), Bather and
Cherno (1966), Benes et al. (1980), Chow et al. (1985), Davis and Norman (1990),
ElKaroui and Karatzas (1988, 1991), Karatzas (1981, 1983, 1985, 1989), Karatzas and
Shreve (1984, 1985, 1986), Kobila (1993), Menaldi and Taksar (1989), Shreve (1988),
Shreve et al. (1984) and Soner and Shreve (1989). There is also a vast literature
on stopping problems. Standard references include Friedman (1976) and Shiryayer
(1978).
In the special case of a Brownian motion Zxt = x +Wt , Bather and Cherno (1966)
found the relation (d=dx)V = u for the value functions. Karatzas and Shreve (1984)
introduced a probabilistic method to link both problems, and showed that an optimal
control  denes an optimal stopping time  in a very simple way through the
formula = infft>0 j t >0g. This method of pathwise comparison forms the basis
of our approach in Section 3.
This link between the two problems has been studied by many authors under var-
ious aspects. These include, e.g. the eect of imposing a nite fuel condition in the
control problem or the characterization of the optimal state process as a reected diu-
sion. Probabilistic arguments were used by Baldursson (1987), ElKaroui and Karatzas
(1988), Karatzas (1981, 1983, 1985), Karatzas and Shreve (1984, 1985) among other
authors (also see the references in the cited literature). In ElKaroui and Karatzas (1991)
extend their earlier results by several authors on a Skorokhod problem approach (see
also Karatzas and Shreve (1994)).
An alternative approach makes use of the analytical properties of the problem. Typ-
ical results here are formulated as variational inequalities and include techniques from
the theory of partial dierential equations. Various aspects of this approach are de-
scribed, e.g. in Chow et al. (1985), Davis and Norman (1990), Menaldi and Taksar
(1989) and others.
Applications of the mathematical results are found in, e.g. Baldursson and Karatzas
(1997), Davis and Norman (1990), Kobila (1993), and Shreve et al. (1984).
Our aim is to extend with probabilistic means the above connection between stopping
and control to the more general setting in (2), i.e. to more general Ito^ diusions,
allowing for nite fuel conditions, and to establish an equivalence between stopping
rules and control strategies: An optimal control can also be constructed from optimal
stopping times for a suitable set of initial conditions. This will enable us to draw some
conclusions concerning the nature of the optimal state process.
Similar results in a problem where the process Z is a geometric Brownian motion
were obtained by Baldursson and Karatzas (1997) (see the remark at the end of this
paper).
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1.4. Connecting controls and stopping times
To link the two problems we dene an impulse control problem, which can be seen
as a discrete version of the control problem or a problem of sequential stopping: For
06i6N let xi 2 J and i 2T such that xi>xi+1, i6i+1 and N = T . The random
vector  := (xi; i)06i6N denes a step process by
X 0 = x0; X

t := Z
xi
t where i−1<t6i: (8)
Here we set −1 := 0. The process X  is called the state process for the monotone
impulse control . From
fX t6yg=
[
fi : i−1<t6ig
fZxit 6yg
we see that X  is Ft-adapted. Z= fZxi j 06i6Ng denotes the state space and I=IZ
the set of monotone impulse controls. For =(xi; i)06i6N 2IZ we dene the cost
functional
O(x0; ) :=
NX
i=0
E
"Z i
i−1
h(s; Zxis ) ds
+ i<T f(i)(Z
xi − Zxi+1) + i−1<i = T<1g(ZxiT )
i
: (9)
The impulse control problem is to minimize O(x0; ) in IZ . For a general treatment
of impulse control problems and applications see the book by Bensoussan and Lions
(1984).
On the one hand, (9) is obviously a problem of sequential stopping. On the other
hand we can obtain X  as a controlled process of the form (2) as follows: Let Zj := 0
on fj = j+1g and Zj := Zxlj − Z
xj+1
j on fj<j+1g, where l :=min fi j i= jg, and
dene
t :=
(
0 if 06t60;
Zj + j if j<t6j+1:
(10)
The jumps Zj are Fj -measurable, hence  is Ft-adapted. By induction on j we see
(cf. the arguments employed in (23)) that equality X ; x0j+ = Z
xj+1
j+ holds and that X
; x0
solves (1) on fj<t6j+1g. This implies X ; x0t =X t on I . From the denition of 
we nd that the cost functionals agree, i.e. O(x0; )=Q(x0; ). We therefore call  the
control process associated with .
1.5. Conditions
To guarantee existence and uniqueness of solutions of (1) and (2) we assume that
 b : I R!R is Borel measurable, bounded on compact intervals, Lipschitz con-
tinuous in the second variable with constant L and dierentiable with continuous
partial derivative bz.
  : I!R is Borel-measurable and bounded on compact intervals.
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For (1) the claimed properties follow from Karatzas and Shreve (1994), (5.2.9 and
5.2.12) or Protter (1990), (V.3, Theorem 6). For (2) they can be deduced from Protter
(1990), (V.3, Theorem 7).
We make the following assumptions on the cost functions:
 f : I!R is continuous.
 g :R!R is continuously dierentiable and convex.
 h : I R!R is continuous, partially dierentiable in x and convex in x. hx is con-
tinuous.
In addition, one of the following conditions should be satised:
b is convex in z, f and the respective derivatives g0 and hx are positive,
and there exists C 2R>0 such that jf(t)j6Ce−Lt holds for all t 2 I .
(11)
b has a representation b(t; x)= x ~b(t) + const, and there exists C 2R>0
such that
jf(t)j6Ce−
R t
0
~b(s) ds
holds for all t 2 I . Further, assume that for all x2 J
E
 Z T
0
e
R s
0
~b(u) dujhx(s; Zxs )j ds+ T<1e
R T
0
~b(s) dsjg0(ZxT )j

<1:
(12)
For a functional F of the cost functional type F(  )=E[R F1(  )d  + F2(  )] we write
jF j(  ) :=E[R jF1(  )j d  + jF2(  )j]. Using this notation, the integrability condition in
(12) may be written as
8x2 J jrj(x; T )<1: (13)
For conditions which guarantee the existence of this expectation see Fleming and Soner
(1993), (Appendix D) or Krylov (1980), (Chapter 2.5).
If jF j(  )<1 then the expectation F is well-dened, but we do not exclude the
case where F becomes innite. Hence for F to be well-dened we require F to have
a representation F =F+ − F−, where F+; F−>0 and F− 2L1.
The following additional conditions are needed for the construction of an optimal
control:
f>0 and jQj(x; 0) + jQj(x − K; 0)<1 (14)
in the nite fuel case and otherwise
8 z6x jQj(z; 0)<1; (15)
8(t; x)2 I R f(t)>0; g(x)>B; h(t; x)>D(t) (16)
for some B2R, D2L1(I). Q(min J; 0)> −1 and (16), respectively, guarantee that
Q(x; ) is well dened for 2AxJ and that VJ (x)>−1 in both situations; see Remarks
4.7 and 4.11.
Remark 1.1. Our results remain true if the deterministic time T is replaced by an
Ft-stopping time, as long as it is independent of the initial value of the state process.
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In fact all formulations are chosen in such a way that this generalization is straight-
forward.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we introduce the optimization prob-
lems and the desired connection between them. In Section 2 we state some technical
results and notation used throughout the paper. Sections 3 and 4 are conned to the
construction of an optimal stopping time and the construction of an optimal control.
In Section 4 we also present some properties of the optimal state process in the con-
trol problem. The relation between the value functions is established in both sections.
Section 5 hints at unsolved related problems and some applications in the theory of
irreversible investment.
2. Preliminaries
We recall some less familiar results about the paths of solutions of (2).
Lemma 2.1. For ; 2A and >0; let Hxt () :=X ; x+t − X ; xt . Then P-a.s.
06Hxt () if − 2A; (17)
Hxt ()6e
Lt if 6: (18)
If = ; then Hxt := lim!0(1=)H
x
t () is a solution of the stochastic dierential equa-
tion
dHxt = bz(s; X
;x
s )H
x
t dt; H
x
0 = 1
and allows P-a.s. the representation
Hxt =e
R t
0
bz(s; X ; xs ) ds: (19)
The proof of (17) and (18) is similar to Karatzas and Shreve (1994), (Proposition
5.2.18). The representation of Hxt as solution of a stochastic dierential equation and
(19) are properties of stochastic ows, see Protter (1990), (V.7, Theorem 39).
Because b is convex,
X ; xt − X ; x−t 6+
Z t
0
bz(s; X ; xs )(X
; x
s − X ; x−s ) ds
holds. Using Gronwall’s inequality and (19) we get
Hx−t 6
1

(X ; xt − X ; x−t )6Hxt : (20)
The Comparison Lemma 2.1 is central to the approach chosen in Theorems 3.4 and
4.8. Due to the phenomenon of coalescing stochastic ows, see Darling (1992), there
is no easy generalization to higher dimensional problems. See also Remark 5.2 and the
references thereafter.
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We need to modify control processes in a way such that a certain level of control
is not exceeded. For J1 J2R and 2AxJ2 dene  by
 :=infft>0 jX ; xt <Zmin J1t g^T:
 can be seen to be an Ft-stopping time by writing
f6tg=
\
s>t
[
ft<u<s j u2Qg
fX ; xu <Zmin J1u g2Ft+ =Ft : (21)
We dene  :AxJ2 !AxJ1 by
()t :=
(
t (06t6);
 + X ; x − Zmin J1 (<t):
(22)
If t>
X (); xt − Zmin J1t =
Z t

b(s; X (); xs )− b(s; Zmin J1s ) ds
holds. An application of Gronwall’s inequality shows that the state process starting in
x with control ()t satises
X (); xt =maxfX ; xt ; Zmin J1t g=
(
X ; xt (06t6);
Zmin J1t (<t):
(23)
See Baras et al. (1989) for a treatment of jumps between stochastic processes in the
context of stochastic ows.
3. From control to stopping
Lemma 3.1. Under conditions (11) or (12) VJ is convex in x.
Proof. For xi 2 J; 0<<1 and controls i 2AxiJ (i=1; 2) let x := x1+(1−)x2 and
 := 1 + (1− )2. We write X i :=X i; xi (i=1; 2; ) for the corresponding solutions
of (2).
If (12) is satised, then X t = X
1
t + (1 − )X 2t holds and  2AxJ . Then by the
denition of VJ and the convexity of g and h
VJ (x1 + (1− )x2)6Q(x; )6Q(x1; 1) + (1− )Q(x2; 2): (24)
This inequality also holds for the inmum in Ax1J and A
x2
J taken on the right-hand
side, which proves that VJ is convex.
If (11) is satised, we have X t 6X
1
t +(1−)X 2t =: Y t . To show this, let ’n 2C2(R)
be a sequence of nonnegative functions such that
06’0n6R>0 ; ’n6’n+1; limn!1’n= idRR>0 : (25)
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Applying Ito^’s formula and using the convexity of b we write
E[’n(X t − Y t )]6 E
Z t
0
’0n(X

s − Y s )(b(s; X s )− b(s; Y s )) ds

6 E
Z t
0
L(X s − Y s )R>0 (X s − Y s ) ds

:
We now pass to the limit on the left-hand side, and from Gronwall’s inequality we get
X 6Y  P-a.s.
Without loss of generality we may assume X >Zmin J , i.e.  2AJ (x): If inf J>−
1, let  := infft>0 jX t <Zmin Jt g and ~t := ()t , where  is dened as in (22). Then
Zmin Jt 6X
~; x
t 6X
1
t + (1− )X 2t
holds and hence we may continue, hereby replacing  by ~.
As f>0 and h; g are isotone in x by assumption, we get the inequality
Q(x; ~)6E
Z T
0
h(s; Y s ) ds+
Z
[0; T [
f(s) d(1s + (1− )2s ) + T<1g(Y T )

:
Using this in (24) and repeating the argument thereafter proves the lemma.
For a real function f on an interval in R we dene the Dini-derivatives:
f := lim sup
&0
f(x )− f(x)
  ; f := lim inf&0
f(x )− f(x)
 
and, if they exist, D+f :=+f=+f and D−f :=−f=−f.
Lemma 3.2. If (11) or (12) holds, the value functions of the stopping problem and
the control problem satisfy
+VJ6u:
Proof. The proof is based on Karatzas and Shreve (1984), although we have to be
much more careful because of the more complex situation of the problem here: we
x an -optimal control and a stopping time  and construct, for a slightly disturbed
initial condition, a control that produces the same cost after .
For x2 J R with  := sup J−x>0 and >0 let  2AxJ such that Q(x; )6VJ (x)+
. Let X  :=X 
; x. For arbitrary 2T we choose a family of controlled processes
fY ; g >>0, each starting in x +  and satisfying Y ; t =X t for t>: let Y ; t be the
unique solution of the stochastic dierential equation
dY ; t = b(t; Y
; 
t ) dt − d; t + (t) dWt; Y ; 0 = x + 
with ; t dened by
; t :=
(
t (06t6);
t + Y
; 
 − X  (<t):
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Then ; t 2A as Y ;  >X  . Obviously, Y ; + =X + and as in (23) we conclude that
Y ; t =X t for t>.
Let Hxt () :=Z
x+
t − Zxt and bHxt () :=Y ; t − X t with Zx+ and Zx solutions of (1).
Then the following inequalities hold P-a.s.:
Zxt>X

t ; Z
x+
t >Y
; 
t ; H
x
t ()>bHxt ()>0: (26)
Before proving (26) we remark that ;  2Ax+J follows from the last inequa-
lity.
An application of Lemma 2.1 shows that the rst and second inequalities of (26)
hold. bHxt ()>0 is a consequence of the denition of ; , with equality on ft>g.
It remains to prove Hxt ()>bHxt () on ft6g: let Mt :=maxfZxt ; Y ; t g and mt :=min
fZxt ; Y ; t g. We apply Ito^’s formula to ’n dened as in (25):
E[’n(bHxt^()− Hxt^())]
=E
Z t^
0
’0n(bHxs()−Hxs ())(b(s;Ms)−b(s; Zx+s ) + (b(s; ms)− b(s; X s ))) ds
6E
Z t^
0
’0n(bHxs()− Hxs ()) bz(s; ms)(bHxs()− Hxs ()) ds
6
Z t^
0
LE[(bHxs()− Hxs ())R>0 (bHxs()− Hxs ())] ds:
The rst inequality follows from M−Zx+60 and convexity of b, the second from the
integrand being nonnegative and Lipschitz-continuity of b. Passage to the limit n!1
and an application of Gronwall’s inequality completes the argument.
Now x 0 2 ]0; [ and let, for n2N,
Sn := infft>0 jmaxfjZxt j; jZx+0t jg>ng^ n: (27)
First we prove, with n := ^ Sn,
+VJ (x)6r(x; n) (28)
and then we return to the original stopping time. Passing to the inmum in T on the
right of +VJ (x)6r(x; ) will complete the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Redene ;  using n instead of . In the sequel we omit dependence of ; ; 
and Y ;  on n.
The control  is -optimal in AxJ and h; g are convex. Therefore
VJ (x + )− VJ (x)− 6Q(x + ; ; )− Q(x; )
6E
Z 
0
bHxs()hx(s; Y ; s ) ds+ <T bHx()f(n) + =T<1 bHxs()g0(Y ; T )
holds. Because of (26) we may replace Y ;  by Zx+. If (12) is satised, Hxt ()= bHxt ()
holds on f06t6g. If (11) is satised, (26) shows that we can replace Hxt () bybHxt (). Now the right-hand side is independent of  and we conclude
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1

(VJ (x + )− VJ (x))6E
Z 
0
1

Hxs ()hx(s; Z
x+
s ) ds
+ <T
1

Hx()f() + =T<1
1

HxT ()g
0(Zx+T )

:
Using Lemma 2.1 we see that, when passing to the limit ! 0, the integrands converge
pointwise. From the localization Sn, together with (18), continuity and monotonicity
of hx and g0, we obtain integrable bounds. Now (28) follows from the dominated
convergence theorem.
It remains to prove
r(x; ) = lim
n!1E
Z T^n
0
e
R s
0
bz(u; Zxu ) dshx(s; Zxs ) ds
+ n<T e
R n
0
bz(s; Zxs ) dsf(n) + T6n; T<1e
R T
0
bz(s; Zxs ) dsg0(ZxT )

:
From (27) we have n% . Therefore pointwise convergence of the three integrands P-
a.s. The second integrand is bounded. If (11) is satised, the rst and second integrand
are monotonously increasing. If (12) is satised, then integrable majorants for the rst
and second term exist. Convergence of the expectations follows from the monotone
and dominated convergence theorems.
Lemma 3.3. Let (11) or (12) be satised and assume that there exists an optimal
control  2AxJ . Let  := inff06t6T j t >0g. Then
−VJ (x)>r(x; ): (29)
We will show in Theorem 3.4 that  is an optimal stopping time.
Proof. Let X  :=X 
 ; x. For x − infJ>>0 we construct controls  such that the
controlled process Y  satises Y t :=minfZx−t ; X t g: Dene the Ft-stopping times
 := inff06t6T jX t <Zx−t g^T
and let
t :=

0 (06t6);
t + Z
x−
 − X  −  (<t6T ):
Then  2A. Using arguments similar to the ones employed in (23) we see that the
unique solution Y  of the stochastic dierential equation
dY t = b(t; Y

t ) dt − dt + (t) dWt; Y 0 = x − 
has the required properties. The relations between the various processes are given by
Zxt =X

t >Z
x−
t = Y

t (06t6);
Zxt>X

t >Z
x−
t = Y

t (6t6
);
Zx−t >Y

t =X

t (
<t6T ):
(30)
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Therefore  2Ax−J holds. One can show that  − = (), where  cuts o the
control when the process Zx− is reached. Furthermore we have P-a.s.
06
1

(X t − Zx−t )6
1

(Zxt − Zx−t )6eLt (06t6); (31)
&  for ! 0: (32)
Dene the localization Sn := infft>0: jZxt j>n_ jZx−0t j>ng^ n for some 0 2 ]0; x−
inf J [ and let n := ^ Sn as well as n :=  ^ Sn. We now prove
−VJ (x)>r(x; n):
To simplify the notation we omit the obvious dependence on n. (30){(32) hold for
the modied control and state processes.
From the optimality of  and VJ (x − )6Q(x − ; ) it follows that
VJ (x)− VJ (x − )
>E
"Z 
0
h(s; X s )− h(s; Zx−s ) ds+ <T (X  − Zx− )f()
+
Z
[0; [
f(s) ds + =T<1(g(X

T )− g(Zx−T ))
#
=:E[Jh + Jf + Jg]
in an obvious abbreviating notation. We dene
I1() :=
Z 
0
1

(Zxs − Zx−s )(hx(s; Zx−s )− hx(s; Zxs )) ds;
I2() :=
Z 

1

(X s − Zx−s )hx(s; Zx−s ) ds;
I3() := ==T<1
1

(ZxT − Zx−T )(g0(Zx−T )− g0(ZxT ));
I4() := <=T<1
1

(X T − Zx−T )g0(Zx−T );
I5() :=
1

(<T (X

 − Zx− )f()− <T (Zx − Zx− )f() + <Tf());
I6() := <T
1

 min
6s6
(f(s)− f()):
The following inequalities hold because of the convexity of h and g and Zxs =X

s on
f06s6g:
Jh>
Z 
0
(Zxs − Zx−s )hx(s; Zxs ) ds+ I1() + I2();
Jg>==T<1(Z
x
T − Zx−T )g0(ZxT ) + I3() + I4():
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FromZ
[0; [
f(s) ds><T (

 − ) min
6s6
f(s)
and >0 it follows that
Jf><T (Z
x
 − Zx− )f() + I5() + I6():
We show
lim
!0
E[Il()]= 0 (16l66): (33)
Using (32) and the bounds in (31) we get pointwise convergence of I3();
I4() and the integrands in I1(); I2() to zero from the continuity of hx and g0.
There exists s such that
X  − Zx− − (Zx − Zx− )=
Z 

bz(s;s )(X

s − Zx−s ) ds−  (34)
and pointwise convergence of I5() to zero follows from (31), (32) and continuity of
f. The same is true for I6(), because (31) and (34) show that (1=) is bounded.
From (31) and (34), Lipschitz-continuity of b and the localization we obtain suitable
bounds to be able to apply the dominated convergence theorem, which then proves
(33).
Similar to the above Lemma 2.1 Protter (1990), (V.7, Theorem 39) shows that
(1=)(Zxs − Zx−s ) converges to exp(
R t
0 bz(s; Z
x
s ) ds) pointwise. Recall (31) and the def-
inition of Sn. Now by (33) and the dominated convergence theorem it follows that
lim
&0
1

E[Jh + Jf + Jg]>r(x; n)
holds, whence −VJ (x)>r(x; n).
To show limn!1 r(x; n)= r(x; ) we proceed as in Lemma 3.2.
We now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.4. Let (11) or (12) be satised. Let x2 J R and  2AxJ optimal. Then
the value function VJ of the control problem is dierentiable at x and satises
d
dx
VJ (x)= u(x): (35)
 := inff06t6T j t >0g^T is optimal for the stopping problem with initial con-
dition x.
Proof. Lemma 3.1 shows that VJ is convex, therefore D−VJ (x)6D+VJ (x) holds. From
the Lemmata 3.2. and 3.3 we conclude that
D+VJ (x)6u(x)6r(x; )6D−VJ (x)
holds. Combining these inequalities proves the theorem.
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We wish to investigate the inuence of the nite-fuel condition (4) on the value
function VJ . Let J1 = [a−K; a] J2R be intervals with infJ2<a−K and let VJ1 ; VJ2
be dierentiable such that DxVJ1 =DxVJ2 for x2 J1. Then VJ1 (x) − VJ2 (x) is a constant
and can be found by setting x= a− K . Therefore
8x2 J1 VJ1 (x)=VJ2 (x)− VJ2 (a− K) + Q(a− K; 0) (36)
holds, i.e. we can express the cost VJ1 through VJ2 and the cost at the barrier Z
a−K
where no control may be exercised. For x0 2 J1 dene  :Ax0J2 !Ax0J1 as in (22). Let
 2Ax0J2 be optimal for the control problem on J2 and t := t −()t 2Aa−KJ2 . With
a bit of algebra we see that
Q(x0; ()) + Q(a− K; )=Q(x0; ) + Q(a− K; 0): (37)
(36) and (37) and the denition of VJ show that
VJ1 (x0)6Q(x0; (
))6VJ2 (x0)− VJ2 (a− K) + Q(a− K; 0)=VJ1 (x0):
Therefore, VJ1 (x0)=Q(x0; (
)) and VJ2 (a− K)=Q(a− K; ).
Corollary 3.5. Let (11) or (12) be satised and assume that for all x2 J1 there
exist optimal controls in AxJ1 and A
x
J2 . Let 
 2Ax0J2 be optimal. Then the processes
() and  − () are optimal in Ax0J1 and Aa−KJ2 . The value functions satisfy
VJ1 (x) + VJ2 (a− K)=VJ2 (x) + VJ1 (a− K).
For y2 [a−K; x0] the stopping time y := inff06t6T jX 
 ; x
t <Z
y
t g^T is optimal
in the stopping problem with starting point y.
Proof. It remains to prove that y is an optimal stopping time. Without loss of general-
ity let J1 = [y; x0]. Because  := −()2AyJ2 is optimal, we can apply Theorem 3.4
to conclude that inff06t6T jX ;yt <Zyt g^T is optimal in the stopping problem with
starting point y. But this stopping time is equal to y.
Remark 3.6. For existence of optimal controls in a monotone follower problem see
Karatzas and Shreve (1984).
4. From stopping to control
Using Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 we see that an optimal control process in
AxJ denes optimal stopping times for initial conditions y6x in J R. We now wish
to construct controls from stopping times such that optimal stopping times dene an
optimal control. To do this, we use monotone impulse controls as approximations.
4.1. Construction of controls from sequences of stopping times
Let J := [x − K; x] and x a family of Ft-stopping times =(y)y2J such that
y>y0 holds for y<y0. A sequence (xj)06j6n satisfying x= x0>xj>xj+1>xn= x−K
canonically denes an impulse control =(xj; j) as in (8) if we set j := xj and
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redene x−K := T: I denotes the class of all impulse controls obtained from  in
this way. We call X  the step process dened by (xj)06j6n. The impulse control cost
functional may be rewritten as
O(x0; )=
N−1X
j=0
R(xj; j; j) + E
Z T
0
h(s; ZxNs ) ds+ T<1g(Z
xN
T )

; (38)
where j := xj − xj+1 and
R(y; ; y) := E
Z y
0
h(s; Zys )− h(s; Zy−s ) ds
+ y<T (Z
y
y − Zy−y )f(y) + y=T<1(g(ZyT )− g(Zy−T ))
i
is the cost of waiting in state Zy instead of Zy− until y occurs. The next lemma
shows that this interpretation is the key to the construction of optimal controls from
sequences of optimal stopping times.
Lemma 4.1. Let (11) or (12) be satised and let >0, y; y− 2 J , and 2T. Then
the expectation R(y; ; ) exists and satises
r(y − ; )6R(y; ; )6r(y; ): (39)
Proof. If R(y; ; ) is dened, using convexity of h and g we can estimate
R(y; ; )6 E
"Z 
0
(Zys − Zy−s )hx(s; Zys ) ds
+<T (Z
y
 − Zy− )f() + =T<1(ZyT − Zy−T )g0(ZyT )
#
:
If (12) or (11) holds then Zys − Zy−s 6Hys =  exp(
R s
0 bz(u; Z
y
u ) du) follows from (20)
and (19). This proves the second inequality in (39). The rst one is proved analogously.
If (12) holds all integrands are nonnegative, hence the expectation R is dened. If
(12) holds we use convexity of h to show that
jh(s; Zys )− h(s; Zy−s )j6Hys (jhx(s; Zys )j+ jhx(s; Zy−s )j)
holds. Using a similar argument for g we see that jRj(y; ; )6 jrj(y; )+ jrj(y−; )
is true. Hence R(y; ; ) is well dened.
We now construct a control process in AxJ from the decreasing family of stopping
times (y)y2J . For n2N let (xnj )06j62n be a sequence in J such that
x= xn0>x
n
j>x
n
j+1>x
n
2n = x − K;
xn+12j = x
n
j for 06j62
n;
n := max
06j<2n
(xnj − xnj+1)! 0 for n!1:
(40)
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Write nj := y for y= x
n
j . Let 
n be the control process associated with (xnj ; 
n
j )06j62n
2I as in (10) and X n=X n; x the step process dened in (8). The sequence (X nt )N
is increasing in n and bounded by Z xt : From (8) it follows for l; n2N and nj−1<t6
nj
X nnj = Z
xnj
nj
=X n+lnj ; Z
xnj−1
t >X
n+l
t >Z
xnj
t =X
n
t ; (41)
where xn−1 := x and 
n
−1 = 0. Using (20) and (19) we get for 
n
j−1<t6
n
j and n as
in (40) P-a.s.
jX nt − X n+lt j6ne
R t
0
bz(s;Z
xn
j−1
s ) ds6neLt : (42)
Hence, rewriting X nt − X n+lt =
R t
0 b(s; X
n
s ) − b(s; X n+ls ) ds − nt + n+lt we obtain the
P-a.s. bound
supfjnt (!)− n+lt (!)j : l2N; 06t6 c g62neL c (43)
for c>0. Therefore the process  := limn!1 n is well dened.  is in A as it is the
uniform limit of processes in A on compact intervals. For the controlled process X ; x
we have P-a.s.
jX ; xt − X nt j6
Z t
0
LjX ; xs − X ns j ds+ 2neLt :
We apply Gronwall’s inequality to get
jX ; xt0 − X nt0 j62neLt0 (1 + Lt0) (44)
P-a.s. for all t0 where jX ; x − X nj is continuous. X ; xt (!) and X nt (!) have at most
countably many discontinuities, hence X nt (!) converges to X
; x
t (!) on a dense sub-
set of I . (41) and (42) show that the limit of X nt (!) is leftcontinuous. Therefore
limn!1 X nt =X
; x
t and (44) holds P-a.s. on I .
The control process  is independent of the choice of the sequences (xnj )06j62n and
is determined only by the stopping times y:
Lemma 4.2. Let =(y)y2J be a decreasing family of Ft-stopping times and let
X t := supfX t j 2Ig be the supremum of step processes dened by . Let (xnj )06j62n
be sequences satisfying (40) and 2A the control obtained from  and the limiting
procedure described above. Then X ; x =X  P-a.s. Also, =  holds P-a.s.
Proof. Uniqueness P-a.s. of  follows from X ; x − X ; x =X  − X =0 P-a.s. Let
n be the control associated with (xnj ; xnj )06j62n , thus from (41){(44) 
n!  and
X 
n; x%X ; x. It is obvious from the denition of X  that X >X ; x.
To show X ; x =X  it suces to prove that, for an arbitrary impulse control 2I
dened by (yk)06k6m in J , we have X
; x
t >X t P-a.s. We use the above notation and
write k := yk , i.e. =(yk ; k)06k6m. As X
n; x%X ; x it is sucient to show that for
t 2 I und >0 there exists n2N such that X n; xt >X t − .
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Let n2N such that neLt<. Then Lemma 2.1 shows that Z x
n
j
t −Z x
n
j+1
t 6 holds P-a.s.
Let indices j; k be dened by j−1<t6j and k−1<t6k . As y 7! y is decreasing
it follows that Zykt 6Z
xnj−1
t . Thus
X t − X ; xt = Zykt − X ; xt 6Zykt − X 
n; x
t = Z
yk
t − Z x
n
j
t 6Z
xnj−1
t − Z x
n
j
t 6
holds. This completes the proof.
Let SJ be the set of all decreasing families =(y)y2J of Ft-stopping times.
Lemma 4.2 shows that there is a map  :SJ !AxJ such that X =X (); x and the
control () is unique P-a.s.
To construct the inverse map we remark that y = infft jX t <Zyt g holds for 2SJ
and y such that limy0%y y0 = y. We therefore dene a decreasing family of
Ft-stopping times for 2AxJ by
y = infft jX ; xt <Zyt g (y2 J ) (45)
and set s() := (y)y2J .
Lemma 4.3. Let J R be compact, max J = x and let  :SJ !AxJ as well as s :AxJ
!SJ be dened as above. For 2SJ and 2AxJ write  := () and  := s(). Then
X =X s(); x and X ; x =X (); x.
s= idAxJ always holds but the converse s= idSJ is not true, as the construction
of () requires stopping times y only for a dense subset J 0 of J . However, if  is
leftcontinuous then = s  ().
Proof of Lemma 4.3. For 2SJ and  := () Lemma 4.2 shows that X ; x =X (); x
=X  holds. It therefore suces to prove X ; x =X s(); x for 2AxJ .
Let 2AxJ and  := s(). We choose sequences (xnj ) satisfying (40) and write X n
for the step process dened by the impulse control (xnj ; xnj )06j62n . Let >0 and t 2 I .
For m2N such that meLt< let j be dened by mj−1<t6mj . It then follows from the
denition of  and (17) that Z
xmj
t 6X
; x
t 6Z
xmj−1
t . Hence, 06X
; x
t −Xmt 6Z
xmj−1
t − Z x
m
j
t 6
holds. Now we let ! 0 and use Xm%X  to conclude X ; x =X .
Remark 4.4. Let x>y2 J and >2T. If condition (12) holds then
r(x; )− r(x; )>r(y; )− r(y; ) (46)
follows from the monotonicity of hx and g. If condition (11) holds and f is increasing
with limt!T f(t)6inffg0(x) j x2Rg then again (46) is true. Therefore, if = y is an
optimal stopping time for the initial condition y then r(x; y)6r(x; ) for all >y.
Thus we can assume that for the initial condition x an optimal stopping time x satises
x6y.
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4.2. Optimal control with nite fuel
We now turn to the cost of controls obtained by the limiting procedure above.
Lemma 4.5. Let (14) and one of the conditions (11) or (12) be satised. Let 
be a decreasing family of stopping times, (xnj ) sequences as in (40), 
n the con-
trols associated with (xnj ; xnj )06j62n and X
n the step processes dened by n. Let
= ()= limn!1 
n. Then Q(x; ) exists and satises
lim inf
n!1 Q(x; 
n)>Q(x; )>−1: (47)
Proof. We write X =X ; x. First we show
−1< lim
n!1E
 Z T
0
h(s; X ns ) ds+ T<1g(X
n
T )

= E
 Z T
0
h(s; Xs) ds+ T<1g(XT )

: (48)
If (11) is satised then h(s; X ns )% h(s; Xs) and h(s; X ns )>h(s; Zx−Ks ) follow from the
monotonicity of h. (48) follows by an application of the monotone convergence theo-
rem, using an analogous argument for g and Q(x − K; 0)>−1.
Now let (12) be satised. Then g is convex, hence
jg(XT )− g(X nT )j6(Xs − X ns )(jg0(XT )j+ jg0(X nT )j)
as wells as a similar estimate for jh(s; Xs) − h(s; X ns )j holds. From (42) and the con-
struction of  we have 06Xs − X ns 6n exp(
R s
0
~b(u) du). Thus condition (13) can be
used to apply the dominated convergence theorem:
lim
n!1E
 Z T
0
jh(s; X ns )− h(s; Xs)j ds+ T<1jg(X nT )− g(XT )j

=0:
Similarly, convexity and the bounds 06Xs − Zx−Ks 6K exp(
R s
0
~b(u) du) lead to the
inequality
1>K jrj(x; T ) + K jrj(x − K; T )
> E
 Z T
0
jh(s; Xs)− h(s; Zx−Ks )j ds+ T<1jg(XT )− g(Zx−KT )j

: (49)
This proves (48). To show
E
 Z
[0; T [
f(s) ds

6 lim inf
n!1 E
 Z
[0; T [
f(s) dns

(50)
let n and  be the measures generated by n,  on BJ ⊗F=:E, where FF
denotes the -algebra on 
 induced by  and all n. n and  are absolutely continuous
with respect to the measure  dened on E by
(E) := (E) +
X
n2N
1
2n
n(E) (E 2E):
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Let c>0. We recall that the following inequalities hold P-a.s.:
Z
xnj
s − Z x
n
j+1
s 6(xnj − xnj+1)e
R s
0
bz(u; Z
xnj
u ) du;Z
[0; c ]
 d
n=E

nT^ c

6
2n−1X
j=0
(xnj − xnj+1)eL c6KeL c; (51)
 Z [0; c ]
 dn − Z [0; c ]
 d62neL c:
Hence n and  are -nite on R>0  
, and so is . Let n and  denote the
Radon{Nikodym derivatives of n and  with respect to . ThenE Z
[0; T^ c [
f(s) dns −
Z
[0; T^ c [
f(s) ds
=  Z
[0; c [

fn d −
Z
[0; c [

f d

6
Z
[0; c [

jfn − fj d6 sup
t2[0; c ]
jf(t)j 2neL c: (52)
Let >0 and B2R such that E[R[0; T [ f(s) ds]>B. Then there exists c2R such that
E[
R
[0; T^ c[ f(s) ds]>B− . Using (52) and f>0 we nd m2N such that
8 n>m E
 Z
[0; T [
f(s) dns

>E
 Z
[0; T^ c [
f(s) dns

>B− 2:
This proves (50).
Remark 4.6. If T is bounded then (52) shows that equality holds in (50). Hence
Q(x; n) converges to Q(x; ).
Remark 4.7. We can now prove the existence of Q(x; ) and niteness of VJ : Let
2AxJ and set  := s(). If we rewriteZ
[0;T [
f(s) dns =
2n−1X
j=0
f(nj ) (Z
xnj
nj
− Z x
n
j+1
nj
)
and use (51) together with the bounds in (11) and (12), respectively, we see thatR
[0; T [ jf(s)j dns6CK holds. An application of (50) to jfj shows that E[
R
[0; T [ f(s) ds]
is nite. Now let Q(x − K; 0)>−1. Then (48) follows as in Lemma 4.5, whence
Q(x; ) exists.
VJ (x)>−1 is a consequence of the arguments employed in the proof of (48). If
Q(x−K; 0)<1 then considering an immediate jump from x to x−K shows VJ (x)<1.
Theorem 4.8. Let, as before, J = [x − K; x]. Let (14) and one of the conditions (11)
and (12) be satised. Let u : J!R Riemann integrable. If ?=(y)y2J is a decreas-
ing family of optimal stopping times, then (?)=: ? is an optimal control and the
value functions satisfy
VJ (x)=Q(x − K; 0) +
Z x
x−K
u(y) dy=Q(x; (?)): (53)
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Proof. We rst show that for 2AxJ
Q(x; )>Q(x − K; 0) +
Z x
x−K
u(y) dy (54)
holds. Then we prove equality for  := ?.
Set  := s() and let (ynj )06j62n be sequences satisfying (40). 
n and Y n denote the
control and step process associated with the impulse control (ynj ; ynj )06j62n . We set
Y :=X ; x. Recall that, due to the Lemmata 4.3 and 4.1, Y =X  and
u(y − )6r(y − ; y)6R(y; ; y)6r(y; y)6u(y): (55)
If T is bounded then
Q(x; )=Q(x − K; 0) + lim
n!1
2n−1X
j=0
R(ynj ; y
n
j − ynj+1; ynj ) (56)
follows from Remark 4.6 and (38). We apply (55) to obtain (54).
In the general case we approximate Q(x; ) through the cost of controls acting only
on a nite time interval.
We can assume jQj(x; )<1 without loss of generality. Then there exists c>0 such
that
E
 Z T
c
jh(s; Ys)j ds+
Z
[ c; T [
f(s) ds +  c6T<1jg(YT )j

<: (57)
Furthermore, if (11) is satised we use (14) to assume that for z= x; x − K
E
 Z T
c
jh(s; Zzs n)j ds+  c6T<1jg(ZzT )j

< (58)
holds. If (12) is satised then using (13) we assume
E
 Z T
c
e
R s
0
~b(u) dujhx(s; Zzs )j ds+  c6T<1jg0(ZzT )j

<

K
(59)
to hold for z= x; x − K . We dene a family of stopping times ~2SJ by
~y :=
(
y if y6 c
T else
(60)
and write ~ := ( ~) and ~n := (ynj ; ~
n
j )06j62n for the associated controls. They satisfy
~nt = 
n
t ^ nc and ~t = t ^  c. Also let eY n :=X ~n; x and eY :=X ~; x. It is easy to see that
Y6eY6Z x and eYt = Yt are true for t6 c.
If (11) is satised then jh(s; eYs)j6jh(s; Zx−Ks )j+jh(s; Z xs )j holds and we nd a similar
bound for g(eYT ). Now (57) and (58) show that
jQ(x; ~)− Q(x; )j63 (61)
holds. If (12) is satised then we use
jh(s; eYs)− h(s; Ys)j6jeYs − Ysj(jhx(s; Z xs )j+ jhx(s; Zx−Ks )j)
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as well as an analogous inequality for g, (57) and (59) and the bound jeYs − Ysj
6K exp(
R s
0
~b(u) du), to conclude that again (61) holds.
We apply Lemma 4.5 to the family of stopping times ~. The denition of ~ implies
that no cost of control is incurred after time c. Therefore, using (48) and (52) as in
Remark 4.6, we obtain the stronger result
lim
n!1Q(x;
~
n
)=Q(x; ~): (62)
Hence (54) holds for ~ instead of . Using (61) and letting ! 0 we get
(54) for all 2AxJ .
Now n denotes the controls associated with (ynj ; ynj )06j62n , where y are optimal
stopping times. We rewrite Q(x; n) as in (38) and apply Lemma 4.5 and (55):
Q(x; ?)6 lim
n!1Q(x; 
n)=Q(x − K; 0) +
Z x
x−K
u(y) dy
Comparing this with (54) proves the theorem.
Remark 4.9. Let u be Riemann integrable, and let (14) and one of (11) and (12) be
satised. If for all >0 there is a decreasing family of -optimal stopping times, then
VJ (x)=Q(x − K; 0) +
Z x
x−K
u(y) dy
follows from (38) and (54) and the Lemmata 4.1 and 4.5.
Remark 4.10. (61) and (62) show that, under the conditions of the theorem, nite
costs of any control process can be approximated by impulse controls.
4.3. Optimal control in the general case
We now turn to the general control problem, where we want to make use of the
previous results. As the construction provided above depends on the nite fuel property
we approximate the general problem by a sequence of nite fuel problems and piece
together the optimal controls of each problem to obtain our candidate for an optimal
control in the problem without restriction. This approach is motivated by the result of
Lemma 3.5, that imposing a new or harder nite fuel condition does not require the
construction of an entirely new optimal control; instead one can exercise control as
optimal in the original problem until reserves of fuel are exhausted. It is also rather
obvious that the construction of controls from stopping times introduced above allows
the piecewise denition of a control process: Let J1 J2 be compact intervals such that
max J1 =max J2 = x, and let =(y)y2J2 be a decreasing family of stopping times. If
2 and 1 denote the control processes associated with =(y)y2J2 and the restricted
family (y)y2J1 respectively, then 
1 satises 1t = 
2
t for t6min J1 and 
1
t = 
1
min J1+
for
t>min J1 . In other words, 
1 = (2), where  is dened as in (22).
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Let Sx be the class of decreasing families =(y)y6x of Ft-stopping times which
exhaust I in the sense that
8 t6T 9y6x t6y(!) P-a.s.
Let J = ]−1; x] and, for n2N, Jn := [x − n; x]. The control process () is dened
pointwise for (t; !)2 I  
 by
()(t; !) := ((y)y2Jn)(t; !); (63)
where n2N such that t6x−n(!). According to the considerations above  is well
dened.
Remark 4.11. For 2A stronger conditions are needed to ensure the existence of
Q(x; ). We therefore assume that (16) holds. It is easy to see that these conditions
guarantee the existence of Q(x; ) for all x2R and all 2A, as well as VJ (x)>−1.
Theorem 4.12. Let (11) or (12) be satised. Let u be Riemann integrable on every
compact interval [x−K; x] and assume that (16) and (15) hold. Let (y)y2J = ? 2Sx
be a family of optimal stopping times, let n be the control process associated with
the restricted family (y)y2Jn ; and 
?= (?) be dened as in (63) by ?t (!)= 
n
t (!)
where t6x−n. Then ? is an optimal control process in A for the control problem
with initial condition x.
Proof. First we approximate the cost of a control, if nite, through nite fuel controls.
If we can show that the cost of our candidate for an optimal control is indeed nite
we can apply the results of the previous theorem to these approximations.
The cost of a control 2A, where jQj(x; )<1, may be approximated by nite fuel
controls as follows: dene =(y)y2J by y := infft jX ; xt <Zyt g. Let n := ((y)y2Jn)
= x−n(), with x−n :A!AxJn as in (22), and write Y n :=X 
n; x, Y :=X ; x. Now we
show that
lim
n!1Q(x; x−n())=Q(x; ): (64)
holds. To see this let us rst notice that, as  exhausts I , x−n% T and hence n% 
and Y n&Y . As in (37)
Q(x; n)− Q(x; )=Q(x − n; 0)− Q(x − n; − n)=E[Ih(n) + Ig(n) + If(n)]
holds, where we dene
Ih(n) :=
Z T
x−n
h(s; Zx−ns )− h(s; Ys) ds;
If(n) := x−n<T (Yx−n − Zx−nx−n)f(x−n)−
Z
[x−n;T [
f(s) ds;
Ig(n) := x−n<T<1(g(Z
x−n
T )− g(YT )):
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If x−n<s then Ys6Y ns 6Z
x
s . We now use convexity of h to nd that D(s)6h(s; Y
n
s )6
maxfh(s; Ys); h(s; Z xs )g. Hence
jh(s; Y ns )− h(s; Ys)j6jh(s; Z xs )j+ 2jh(s; Ys)j+ jD(s)j:
On fx−n<Tg there is a similar bound for jg(Y nT )− g(YT )j, which leads to integrable
majorants for Ih(n) and Ig(n). Both converge pointwise to zero P-a.s, and an application
of the dominated convergence theorem yields
E[Ih(n) + Ig(n)]! 0:
We now turn to the cost of exercising control. From f>0 and nt = t for t<x−n
it follows that for arbitrary 2AZ
[0; T [
f(s) ds>
Z
[0; T [
f(s) dns
=
Z
[0; T [
[0; x−n[f(s) ds + x−n<Tf(x−n)(Yx−n − Z x−nx−n )
holds. Now
lim
n!1E
 Z
[0; T [
f dnt

=E
 Z
[0; T [
f dt

(65)
is a consequence of the monotone convergence theorem. Thus, if jQ j (x; )<1, then
E[If(n)] converges to zero. This completes the proof of (64).
From the construction of ? and Theorem 4.8 we have for 2A
Q(x; x−n())>VJn(x)=Q(x; x−n(
?)): (66)
If jQ j (x; ?)<1 then applying (64) shows that ? is optimal. Therefore, recalling
Remark 4.11, it remains to prove that Q(x; ?)<1.
(65) holds for  := ?. Also, as before, n% ? and X n; x&X ?; x hold. Fatou’s
lemma shows
E
 Z T
0
h(s; X 
?; x
s )− D(s) ds

6 lim inf
n!1 E
 Z T
0
h(s; X 
n; x
s )− D(s) ds

and a similar bound for E[T<1g(X
?; x
T )− B]. Hence
Q(x; ?)6 lim inf
n!1 Q(x; 
n):
Now Q(x; ?)<1 is obvious.
Corollary 4.13. Let ? be a family of optimal stopping times and assume that the
conditions of Theorem 4.12 are satised. Then
lim
y!−1V[y; x](x)=V (x); (67)
lim
y!−1(Q(y; 0)− V (y))= 0: (68)
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The value function V and the control (?) satisfy
Q(x; (?))=V (x)= lim
y!−1

Q(y; 0) +
Z x
y
u(z) dz

: (69)
If u is continuous in x, then V is dierentiable in x and V and as before
d
dx
V (x)= u(x):
Proof. (67) is an immediate consequence of (64) and (65). From (36) we conclude
V[y; x](x) + V (y)=V (x) + V[y; x](y)
for y2 J . (68) follows from V[y; x](y)=Q(y; 0) and (67). The remainder is a conse-
quence of Theorem 4.8.
Remark 4.14. In general, limy!−1Q(y; 0) and
R x
−1 u(y) dy do not exist.
4.4. Properties of optimal controls
While further investigating the nature of optimal control and state processes let us
keep in mind that in many problems of optimal stopping a solution can be found in
the form of an exit time from a certain region in I Rn, see e.g. Shiryayev (1978).
Recall also that in certain monotone follower problems the optimal state process is
a Brownian motion reected in a region in I R, the optimal control being the lo-
cal time of the reected process at the boundary. In the associated stopping prob-
lem the rst exit time from this region is optimal. Benes et al. (1980), Chow et al.
(1985), Karatzas (1981), Karatzas and Shreve (1984), Menaldi and Taksar (1989),
Shreve et al. (1984), and Soner and Shreve (1989) deal with the properties of optimal
processes. For a general treatment of reected processes see Bensonssan and Lions
(1984) and Ikeda and Watanabe (1989).
We shortly describe this important characterization for the above-considered result
of Theorem 4.12. First we introduce a time change which runs only when control is
exercised. We then use this to describe X 
?
as a reected process for ? dened by
exit times.
4.4.1. The state process at times of control
Let x be xed, J =]−1; x] and ? 2Sx as in Theorem 4.12. Dene  :R>0
! I
by (v; !) := x−v(!). To clarify notation we omit the obvious dependence on !.
It follows from Lemma 4.3 that X 
?
=X s((
?)); x and s((?)) is leftcontinuous. Hence
we may assume without loss of generality that  is rightcontinuous for !2
 P-a.s.
As  is increasing the leftcontinuous, increasing inverse of ,
(t) := inffv>0 j (v)>tg
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denes a time-change.  is Ft-adapted. Lemma 2.1 shows that the mappings v 7! Z x−vt
are continuous, the state process dened by ? can be written as
X 
?
t =supfX t j 2I
?g=supfZ x−vt j (v)>tg= Z x−(t)t : (70)
Therefore x−(t) is the level of control exercised at time t, expressed through the initial
value of the actual state.  has the familiar representation (v)=infft>0 jX ?t <Zx−vt g
= infft>0 j (t)>vg.
The times of next action after and last action before time t are dened by
n(t) := ((t))= inff(v)>t j v>0g;
l(t) :=supfu6t j u= n(u)g=maxfu6t j u= n(u)g:
Obviously l(t)6t6n(t), both are increasing and n is left continuous whereas l is
right continuous. l(t0) and n(t0) are Ft-stopping times for xed t0. In the sequel let
t 2D :=D(!) I i t= n(t). The following lemma highlights the importance of the
set D(!) for the relation between  and the process ? := (?).
Lemma 4.15. ? and  are absolutely continuous with respect to each other. , n and
? are increasing at t i t 2D(!).
Here we say that a left-continuous function increases at t i for all >0 there exists
t 2]t; t + ] such that f(t)>f(t).
Proof. A simple calculation shows that (n(t))= (t). Hence n is constant at t i  is
constant at t. Obviously, n increases at t 2D. Let t1<t2<n(t1), then (t1)6(t2)6
(n(t1))= (t1) holds. Therefore,  is constant at t i t<n(t), and the second assertion
is true for n and .
Obviously l(t)= n(t) i t 2D, hence D(!) is the union of intervals ]l(t); n(t)[ for
t 2 I .  is constant on these intervals. Now (70) shows that between times l(t) and
n(t) X 
?
t satises the stochastic dierential equation (1)
dX 
?
t = b(t; X
?
t )du+ (t)dWt; X
?
l(t)+ = Z
x−(t)
l(t) = Z
x−(l(t)+)
l(t) (71)
P-a.s. Thus the control ?= (?) is also constant on intervals ]l(t); n(t)[. But for
t 2D and >0 there exists t 2]t; t+] such that (t)>(t). It follows from Lemma 2.1
that Hyt >0 and therefore Z
x−(t)
t >Z
x−(t)
t . This implies 
?
t>
?
t . Hence for intervals
[t; t + h] I
(t + h)(!)= (t)(!) , ?t+h(!)= ?t (!)
is true P-a.s. This completes the proof.
(71) describes the state process during intervals where no control is exercised.  is
useful when we look at the times of control: we set Bt := Z
x−(t)
n(t) , which is constant
for t 2]l(t); n(t)[. An application of the time change dened by  yields
B(v) = Z
x−((v))
n((v)) = Z
x−((v))
(v) =X
?
(v) (72)
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and B(v) is adapted to the right-continuous ltration fFg(v). Thus X ? can be seen
as a diusion with special behavior at the ‘boundary’ described by D and B. Control
is exercised i  increases, and its points of increase are the points of ‘reection’.
4.4.2. A boundary in the state space
To be more precise let ?=(y)y2J be dened by
y := infft>0 j (t; Zyt ) =2C0g ^ T; (73)
where C0R>0R is open with regular boundary as dened in Karatzas and Shreve
(1994), (Chapter 4.2). Then y is left-continuous P-a.s., thus (n(t); Z
x−(t)
n(t) ) is in @C0
for t>0. Hence (t; X 
?
t )2 @C0 if t 2D(!)nf0g. If on the other hand (t; X 
?
t )= (t; Z
x−(t)
t )
is in @C0 then it follows from the denition of ? and the regularity of the boundary
@C0 that t 2D.
If (0; x) =2 @C0 [C0, let x0 := supfy<x j (0; y)2C0g. Then y =0 for y2]x0; x], and
(0; X 
?
0+ ) is in @C0, i.e. the state process immediately jumps on the boundary.
Remark 4.16. To assume that optimal stopping times have a representation as in (73)
is not as restrictive as it may seem. In fact, analytical methods to tackle stopping
problems lead to a solution of this type. See Friedman (1976) or Shiryayev (1978) for
this approach. Few additional assumptions are needed to ensure that (7) has a solution
as in (73):
If T =1 such conditions are E[R T0 hx(s; Zs) ds]<1, boundedness of f and
lim inf t!1 f(t)= 0.
If T<1 the assumption limt!T f(t)> supx2R g0(x) is needed. See Karatzas and
Shreve (1984), (p. 863) for a counterexample. In view of Remark 4.4 this condition
is rather restrictive.
(71) and the preceding considerations show that X 
?
solves the stochastic dierential
equation
X 
?
t =X
?
0+ +
Z t
0
C0b(s; X
?
s ) ds+
Z t
0
C0(s) dWs −
Z t
0
@C0 d
?
s : (74)
It follows from Lemma 4.15 that the control ?= (?) satisesZ T
0
C0 (t; X
?
t ) d
?
t =0 (75)
and (t; X 
?
t )2 @C0 [C0 for t 2 I , t>0. We summarize these results in the next
lemma:
Lemma 4.17. X 
?
is, after a possible initial jump, a diusion in C0 reected at the
boundary @C0. If @C0 is a C1-manifold then t 7! ?t is singular with respect to the
Lebesgue measure. B describes X 
?
in -time on @C0.
The singularity of ? is a consequence of the properties of Brownian local time.
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To illustrate this result we look at the special situation where b=0, =1 and
C0 = f(t; x) j x<B(t)g for some continuous function B :R>0!R. Then y = infft>0 j
Zyt >B(t)g and B(v) = Z((v))(v) =B((v)). X 
?
satises
t 2Dnf0g , X ?t =B(t) and t 2]l(t); n(t)[ , X 
?
t <B(t):
The control process ?= (?) has the representation
?t =maxs6t
f0; x +Ws − B(s)g: (76)
If B=0, then X 
?
and −jx + W j have the same distribution and so ? is the local
time of the reected Brownian motion X 
?
at the boundary x.
Remark 4.18. In the general case covered by Lemma 4.17 (t; X 
?
t ) is in @C0 i
l(t)= t= n(t) and ? and  are increasing.  can be seen as the time spent on the
boundary by (t; X 
?
t ), measured in -time. We assert that the process 
? is basically
the local time of the process X 
?
on the boundary of C0.
5. Applications and conclusion
A main feature of the optimization problems considered up to now is that the state
process is one dimensional. There is an easy generalization which partly overcomes
this drawback. Before that we discuss briey an area of application.
5.1. Real investment
Optimization problems as in (6), (7) and (9) are met in the treatment of irreversible
investment, where the cost of an investment decision cannot be recovered. See McDon-
ald and Siegel (1986), Kobila (1993) and Pindyck (1991), and, for a general discussion
of such topics, Dixit and Pindyck (1994). In view of uncertainty the main feature of
these problems is that the utility foregone by postponing investment trades against the
reduction of uncertainty gained by longer observation.
In general a problem of real investment can involve two types of questions:
 the optimal timing of an investment,
 the determination of the optimal capacity.
The rst is clearly a problem of optimal stopping, the stopping time being the time
when the investment decision is made. It is also the type of problem where the theory
of nancial options has its rich applications: we can think of an investment project as
an option, where the underlying asset is the expected net present value of the completed
project and the strike price is the cost of the investment. At any time we can decide
to exercise the option, i.e. to make the investment and incur its cost, or to postpone
investment and gain more information about the value of the project.
However, in a fairly realistic setting, a ‘real option’ as it is called is a lot more
complex than a nancial option, for, e.g. the strike price may vary over time and the
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income from the investment does not consist of a single payment. The situation be-
comes even more complex if completion of a project requires a sequence of investment
decisions to be made. In this case the problem is one of optimal sequential stopping,
and e.g. a dynamic programming approach can be chosen to solve it.
Sequential stopping can also be used as an approximation to the problem of capacity
choice, by assuming that investment in capacity is made in units: now determining the
optimal capacity and adjusting to it amounts to the question whether not to install
the (n + 1)th unit at the time when the nth unit of a project is installed. This also
claries the link between sequential stopping and impulse controls, and their role as an
approximation to control problems (see also Remark 4.10). If we remove the restriction
imposed by assuming units of control, solving both aspects of a real investment problem
simultaneously is a control problem as in (5): it involves a decision about the size of
an eventual initial investment, and the possibility to increase existing capacity at any
time thereafter and at any rate.
Remark 5.1. In the light of the preceding considerations, the results of Theorems 4.8
and 4.12 can be interpreted as a reduction of a real investment problem to the problem
of timing, where the marginal cost of investment f and the marginal utility hx, g0 of
investment determine its value.
5.2. Problems in more than one dimension
Let us return to the monotone follower problem, i.e. a control problem where the
distance P −  between some Markov process (Pt;Ft ;Pp) and the control  should
be minimized according to a cost criterion and where the control does not aect the
dynamics of P. For P a Brownian motion this is (5) with b=0, but for other processes
P the following generalization is useful:
For 2A let X  be as in (2), and let (Pt;Ft ;Pp) be a Markov process in Rn
independent of W and not aected by . In general, P and  will not be independent
as the control should take observations of P into account. Let the cost functions h, f
and g in (3) depend also on P, with hx, f and gx as cost functions in the associated
stopping problem. With appropriate adaptions in the conditions of Section 1, Sections
3 and 4 carry over to this situation. The value functions are linked through the partial
derivative in the direction of control: they satisfy (d=dx)V (x; p)= u(x; p). An optimal
control denes an optimal stopping time and, more interesting in this case, an optimal
control can be constructed from solutions of the stopping problem.
A one-dimensional monotone follower problem for a Markov process in R obviously
ts into this framework, as well as investment problems with possibly more than one
parameter do. For example, a solution to the investment problem in Kobila (1993)
can be found using this approach by setting b= =0 and solving the related stopping
problem.
Remark 5.2. Note however that, while the state process in this setting is of more than
one dimension, the eects of control are limited to one dimension. This is due to the
assumption that  does not aect P. The phenomenon of coalescing stochastic ows
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(see Darling (1992)) implies that we cannot drop this assumption easily without loosing
the results of the Comparison Lemma 2.1, which form the basis of our argument.
See Soner and Shreve (1989) for the solution of a problem of this type with a
state process in two dimensions, and Menaldi and Taksar (1989), Fleming and Soner
(1993) (Chapter VIII) and Darling (1992), and Shreve (1988) for a general discussion
of the problems encountered with higher-dimensional processes. A solution to a singular
control problem in two dimensions is presented in Davis and Norman (1990).
6. Conclusion
Theorem 3.4 and Corollaries 3.5 and 4.13 show, that the well known relations be-
tween value functions in stopping and control problems, with and without nite fuel
condition, can be extended to the more general situation considered in (2).
Theorems 4.8 and 4.12 show how solutions of a stopping problem translate to a so-
lution of the control problem related to them. The construction introduced here gives
a hint at the nature of the optimal process, especially its reection properties. Our
basic tools for comparison of paths require that the control problem is essentially one
dimensional.
After nishing this paper our attention was drawn to an excellent paper by Baldursson
and Karatzas (1997), where the relation between optimal stopping and optimal control
is used to establish the equivalence of competitive industry equilibrium with a central
planner’s decision problem when investment is irreversible. We strongly recommend
to read this article in the context of the subject of our paper.
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